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Abstract-- l~lationshlps are explored between conventional one-step methods, & new one-step ve~ 
slon resulting from a discretized (Adomian) decomposition, Runge-Kutta, and ~]yt l c  contlm~tioa. 
INTRODUCTION 
A one-step method is one in which each step uses only values obtained in the preceding step. 
The (Adomian) decomposition method provides a one-step method which is self-starting, simple 
to use, and accurate. (It is particularly valuable for nonlinear partial differential equations, but 
we deal only with ordinary differential equations in this paper.) It does not use the conventional 
Picard form y' - f (z ,y)  but Adomian's form Ly + Ry + Ny = g [1,2] which leads to significant 
advantages in computability. 
It has been shown [1-3] that the equation Ly + Ry + Ny = g becomes y - ~ ,  + L- lg - 
L - iRy  - L-1Ny where L@= = 0, L is the highest-ordered linear differential operator, R is the 
"remainder operator" composed of the remaining linear terms, and Ny is a nonlinear term. Now 
with the ansatz y - ~'~=0 Yn with Y0 -- @= + L-ig and Ny - ~']~=oAn, where the An are the 
polynomials defined by Adomian [1-3], we obtain 
Yn+I = - L - iRyn  - L-1An 
for n_> 0. Then ¢, = n-i ~-~i=0 yi is an n-term approximation converging to y = ~-~=0 Y- in a 
series equivalent to a generalized Taylor series about the function yo(z). The representation f 
nonlinear terms using the An avoids the truncation inherent in grid methods in using a linear, 
or linearized, approximation between grid points. 
DISCUSSION 
In considering ordinary differential equations, the usual procedure is to begin with the Picard 
form y' - f (z,  y) where y(0) is given. Write dy - f(z, y) dz and integrate f~om zi to z 
Y(z ) -Y (Z i ) -  /z l  f(z,Y)dz. 
Expanding the integrand f(x, y) in a Taylor series, we have 
(x- x,)m 
f(x,y) ~n~. f(ra)(x,, Yi). 
m=O 
Hence, 
' m=O rrt-~ f(m)(zi, Yi) dx 
oo  ( z -  z,) '~+1 
: E (m + 1)! f(ra)(mi' y')" 
m=0 
Correspondence should be directed to G. Adomian at the above address. 
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Let z = xi+l. Then 
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(x i+ l  - x i )  m 
y(Zi+l) -- y(z,)  "- (m "~ 1)! f(ra)(zi' y')" 
ram0 
The interval Zi+l - zi is the step size h and we write y(zi+l) = Yi+I and y(zi) = #i. We now 
have 
hm+l 
Yi+l "- Yi + (m -'1'- 1)! f (m)(z i '  Yi). 
rn----0 
If the upper limit of the summation is taken as zero to avoid computation of the derivatives, we 
have the Euler one-step m_ethod or, equivalently, a Taylor (one-atep) method which is firat-order 
to the step size h. Such methods are very poor unless the problem is almost linear. 1 
Yi+l "-- Yi q" hf(z i ,  Yi) 
Letting i run from zero to some N < oo, we have an analytic continuation. The i = 0 case yields 
Yl = Y0 + hf(z0,  Y0) 
Y2 = Yl + hY(z t ,y l )  
Ys = Y2 + by(z2, Y2) 
YN -- YN-1 + h f (ZN-1 ,  YN-1). 
Higher-order Taylor expansions, or kth-order approximations can also be used, but the higher- 
order derivatives are inconvenient because repeated use of the chain rule is required. 
Finally Runge-Kutta one-step methods write 
# 
Yn+l -" Yn + E ciki 
i=1 
i-1 where ki = hf (zn + aih; yn + Ej=I ~i~JkJ) for i = 1,2, . . .  ,p and the ai and/~ij  are chosen to 
agree as closely as possible with the equivalent pth-order Taylor one-step method. 
In the (Adornian) decomposition, o discretization is necessary but our objective is a compar- 
ison. Instead of the Picard form, we write 
Ly = g(z) - Ry - Ny. 
To show correspondence, assume L = d ~,  i.e., we have a first-order equation (and an initial-value 
problem). R may be a constant or a function of z in this case. (If L is second-order, R may involve 
first-order derivatives.) Ny will he assumed to be an analytic function f(y)2 to he expanded in 
the An polynomials. We solve for y(z) starting with z0 and increment, i.e., zi = z0 + ih. Define 
L - l=  f~,(*)dz 
Ly = g -  Ry -  Ny  
L -1Ly  = L - tg  _ L - IRy  - L - tNy  
y(z) -- y(zi) = L - lg  - L -1Ry  - L -1Ny 
y(z) -- y(zi) + L - tg  - L - tRy  - L - tNy .  
1 In usual methods, a variable mesh size is often necessary. It is less important in the decomposition procedure which 
is more robust with respect o step size and can often be larger , providing more accuracy with less computation. 
2Not the same f as in Picard's equation. 
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Now with the decomposition y = ~']~m~=0 Ym and Ny = f (y)  = ~'~m~=0 Am(y0,. . . ,  Ym) 
ymCz) = yCz,) + g(z) dz -  R(z) ~ ym(z) -  ~ Amdz.  
m=0 ' ' m=0 ' m=0 
Consequently, we write 
yo(z) = y(zi) + g(z) dz 
I 
and 
ym+l(x) = - R(z) ym(z)dz - Am dz 
s | 
for rn >_ 0 Thus, xi is a parameter and we can write y(z; zi) where 
y(-;x,) = ~ ym(,;~,). 
m=O 
An n-term approximation, for some sufficient n, is Adomian's approximant for the solution by 
decomposition 
n- -1  
ym(x; x,) = ~.(x;x,) 
m=O 
i .e., 
y(~; ~)  ~ ~.(~;~). 
Let y(z = zi+z; zi) = Yi+l then Yi+z = ~n(zi+l; z). We can compare with usual numerical 
methods by letting Zi+l = zi + h. Thus the Adomian one-step method writes 
Yi+i = ~. (=i+l; zi) 
for i = O, 1,. . .  implying 
yl = ~,(=1;=0) 
y2 = ~,(=2;=1) 
ys = ~,(zs;z2) 
YN = ~.(=N; =N-I). 
EXAMPLE. To make the method as transparent as possible, let's consider a very elementary 
example 3 
du 
-~  - u = 0 u(to) specified 
The exact solution, of course, is 
.(t) = .(t; to) = u(t0) e'. 
3We choo~ this so computer calculation is not nece~mary and di~'mm it at length only for clarity to the read~,  
especially thole unfamiliar with decomposition. Much more complex and nonlinear eqtmtlons are emily solvable 
• - an  in [1,2]. 
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In the decomposition notation 
Lu -u=O 
Hence, 
f/o d L -1 = .)  dt L=~ 
L-1Lu -- L- lu 
. (t)  = ,,(to) + L - lu  
oo oo 
.~( t )  = u( t0)+ L -~ ~ .~( t )  
ra----O rrl----O 
, o ( t )  = u( to )  
U~÷l(t) - ~( t )d t  m ___ O. 
Ul  "-- UO ~ "-  U( t0 )  d t  - -  u ( t0 ) ( t  - -  tO) 
/,i /,i 142 = Ul dt= u(to)(t - to) dt = - °)2 
- -  tO)  m 
um+l(t) = u(t0) (t m! 
so that u(t) = u(t;to) = u(to) oo ~"~.mffio(t- to)ralm!. Next we compute U(tl) - u(tl;to) = 
u(to) E~fo( t l  - to) ' /m! then u(t~) = u(t~; tl) = u(t~) E~=o(t2 - t l ) ' / rn!  and continue to 
step n by 
u(t ._ l )  = . ( t . -1 ; t . _2 )= . ( t . _~)  




(t tn_ l )  m 
u(t) = . ( t ; t . _ l )  = . ( t . _ l )  ~.S 
m! 
m----0 
therefore u(tn) = u(to) I] in~l E~----O (t i  -- ti-1)m/m! 
so we have an nth-order analytic continuation 
. ( t )  = .(t; to, tl, . . . ,  t . )  
= uCto) ~ (t, - t , -d"  (t - t . )  '~ 
m! m! 
i=1  m--O m=O 
Now the analytic continuation solution will be discretized into a one-step method evaluating at 
t ---- ti+l and defining u(t = t i . t .1 )  - -  Uiq.l: 
u~+l = .(to) (t, - t , _ l )  m (t .+l - t . )  ~" 
m=o ~ mt m----0 
Approximsting the series ~-~m~=0(ti - i_l)m/m! for small steps h = ti - ti-1, we write 
un+l=u(t°) (~9°M(t i ; te-1)} ~°M(tn+l ; tn ) i= l  
where ~oae(t,,+l; t , )  M-I  = E.,=o(t.+l- t.)m/mt. Then un+l = 9oM(tn+l;tn) = ~oM(tn+l; 
tn,tn-1,. . . ,  •1, tO). 
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SUMMARY 
The decomposition method is more accurate than the equivalent order of Runge-Kutta and 
also easier to use and check for high orders. For example, in an nth-order approximant oo. = 
I".--1 ~m=0 u.~, one can easily go to n = 12 or n = 24, and the method subsumes numerical methods 
which begin with a Picard formulation. The decomposition method is less computer-intensive 
and can conveniently utilize symbolic programs. Future work will consider comparisons with 
multistep methods. 
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